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Abstract: Double-wall steel sheet piles (DSSPs) are widely used in large-span cofferdams for docks due to their good performance against wave action during storm surges. This paper describes a study of the dynamic behavior of a DSSP cofferdam under wave action through flume tests and a numerical simulation that combined computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the finite element method. The influences of the water level and wave height on the DSSP cofferdam were investigated experimentally and numerically. Tall waves in shallow water broke upon and impacted the seaside pile with large dynamic wave pressure, dramatically increasing the stress and displacement of the seaside pile. The overlap of the traveling and reflected waves increased the excess pore water pressure near the seaside pile due to taller overlapped waves and higher wave frequency. The DSSP cofferdam failed under the combined actions of the dynamic wave pressure and erosion of the landside seabed. The leakage and overflow of the breaking waves resulted in significant erosion of the landside seabed and greatly weakened the support of the seabed. The dynamic wave pressure then pushed the DSSP cofferdam until it failed. The simulation with the combined methods of CFD and FEM resulted in trends that were similar to those of the test measurements. Compared to the quasi-static method and pseudo-dynamic method, the results of the simulation via the present method were much closer to the test results because the simulation included the effects of breaking waves. The reinforced measure worked well to prevent the DSSP cofferdam in a sandy seabed foundation from continuous failures of deformation–leakage–erosion–tilting. However, it failed in a clay interlayer seabed foundation due to the large settlement.
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1. Introduction

Storm surge, which is one of the most destructive coastal hazards, incurs the most human life and property losses in coastal zones (Gonnert and Gerkensmeier [1]; Wahl et al. [2]; Streicher et al. [3]; Toyoda et al. [4]). Double-wall steel sheet piles (DSSPs), composed of two rows of steel sheet piles separated by soil infill and connected by steel tie rods, are widely used as retaining structures to protect large-span cofferdams for docks from water and waves (Gui and Han [5]). DSSPs have good performance against wave action during storm surges. For instance, during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake tsunami, the coastal embankments in Fukushima, Japan were severely damaged and even completely flooded in many areas. Surprisingly, a segment of the cofferdam made with DSSPs remained stable overall (Furuichi et al. [6]). The cofferdam did not bend or tilt obviously. Only erosion of the sand infill between the two rows of piles was observed. This case raises questions
about the DSSP: Why did the DSSP withstand such a very large dynamic load? How did the components of the DSSP, namely, steel sheet piles, soil infill, and steel tie rods, behave during the wave action? What would the failure mode have been if the waves had occurred at a higher water level and been taller during the storm surge?

There are many more available studies on single-wall steel sheet piles (SSSPs) than DSSPs (Cheng et al. [7]; Wang et al. [8]; Yi et al. [9]). Kimura et al. [10] developed an H-joint steel pipe sheet pile technology and examined this technology through field construction tests, full-scale bending tests, and centrifuge tests. Mawer and Byfield [11] investigated the reduced modulus action in a U-section steel sheet pile retaining wall through experimental tests with miniature piles and numerical simulations of full-scale piles. Inazumi et al. [12] evaluated the water cut-off performance of H-jointed steel pipe sheet piles with H-H joints that were attached to water-swellable materials under various conditions. Wang et al. [13] used 3-D finite element method (FEM) techniques to investigate the reduced modulus action in a case study of a foundation pit supported by U-section steel sheet piles in the Yangtze River. Osthoff and Grabe [14] presented a method to simulate the penetration of steel sheet piles while considering the deformation behavior of slender profiles with relatively low bending and torsional stiffness using the coupled Euler–Lagrange (CEL) approach. Kang et al. [15] experimentally and numerically studied a vertical truncated dumbbell-shaped cylinder in a cofferdam for a bridge by comparing only wave–wave interactions vs. wave–wave and wave–current interactions. Despite some relevant information in the SSSP studies in the above literature, more detailed efforts are necessary to study DSSPs since the differences between DSSPs and SSSPs are very large.

In exploring double-wall sheet steel piling (DSSP) structures, notable contributions span from Ohori et al. [16], with their statistical model for double-wall sheet pile constructions, to more recent examinations of their dynamic behaviors under various environmental conditions. Khan et al. [17] delved into the performance of double-wall sheet pile cofferdams on clay through centrifuge model testing. A significant onsite evaluation was carried out by Hou et al. [18] at a major dock project in Shanghai, assessing the deformation characteristics of a large-span DSSP cofferdam. Investigations into DSSP efficacy against tsunami impacts were undertaken by Furuichi et al. [6] and Mitobe et al. [19], who demonstrated superior resistance of double-walled configurations in flume tests. Zhu et al. [20] applied the Bayesian approach to enhance the reliability assessment of DSSPs, integrating both statistical and field data effectively. The innovative combination of perpendicular partition and double-wall sheet piles for levee reinforcement was analyzed by Fujiwara et al. [21] through shaking table experiments and 2-D simulations, assessing earthquake response. Xue et al. [22] conducted stability analysis for cofferdams of pile wall frame structures by engineering tests and 3-D FEM numerical simulations and proposed a design method based on the limit equilibrium method. Despite widespread application, the detailed mechanical behaviors and failure mechanisms of DSSPs, particularly under storm surge conditions, have remained underexplored.

This study introduces a hybrid approach combining experimental and computational models to dissect the dynamic responses of DSSPs to wave actions. Initial phases focused on designing and configuring experimental setups, including model cofferdams and testing protocols. Subsequent analyses covered seabed erosion, structural deformations, and failures, with numerical simulations providing deeper insights into the DSSPs’ behavior during wave interactions, corroborated by experimental findings. The outcome offers fresh perspectives on DSSP performance and their protective efficacy against wave-induced forces.

2. Experimental Details
2.1. Test Apparatus

The model test was performed in the wave flume system at Tongji University, as shown in Figure 1. The length, width, and depth of the flume were 42 m, 0.8 m, and 1.25 m, respectively. The gradient of the flume bottom was zero. The bottom, head, and tail of the flume were concrete structures, and the middle section was a steel structure with
transparent glass on both sides for making observations. The wave-generating system was located at the head of the wave flume, as shown in Figure 1b. Water waves were generated by pushing the steel board (Figure 1c) back and forth. The wave generator could simulate regular waves, elliptical cosine waves, solitary waves, and superimposed breaking waves. The range for wave heights was 0.02–0.3 m. The generated wave period was in the range of 0.5–5 s. The wave-generating machine, manufactured by Siemens in Munich, Germany, was controlled by a dual-core 2.6 GHz compatible computer (Figure 1d). The wave height was monitored and validated by a wave height sensor and data collection system (Figure 1d). Vertical energy dissipation nets were arranged at both sides of the flume to reduce the reflection effect.

![Test setup](a)

![Wave-generating machine](b)

![Wave-generating board](c)

![Control computer and data collection system](d)

**Figure 1.** Test setup: (a) the test flume; (b) wave-generating machine; (c) wave-generating board; (d) control computer and data collection system.

2.2. **Test Model and Materials**

The test was modeled after the cofferdam at the Changxing dock, as shown Figure 2. The cofferdam was built with double rows of steel sheet piles on both sides. The height of the steel sheet pile was 18 m, which was 9 m above the seabed. The two rows of piles were connected with steel tie rods on the top, and the space between the two rows of piles was filled with medium-coarse sand to maintain the entire structure.
The other similarity ratios can be derived accordingly. The seabed was in the shape of a trapezoid with a height of 50 cm, top width of 230 cm, and a bottom width of 403.2 cm. Positioned centrally on this seabed, the model featured two rows of steel sheet piles, each 60 cm high, surpassing the seabed by 30 cm. These rows were bridged by four steel tie rods spaced 22 cm apart, with pile thickness and tie rod diameter set at 1.5 mm and 5.2 mm, aligning with the established similarity ratio. The inter-pile space and seabed utilized 0.35 mm quartz sand as fill material, with sand properties detailed in Table 1.

The model cofferdam was built with a geometric similarity ratio of 1:30, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The similarity ratios of time and density were 1:5.48 and 1:1, respectively. The other similarity ratios can be derived accordingly. The seabed was in the shape of a trapezoid with a height of 50 cm, top width of 230 cm, and a bottom width of 403.2 cm. Positioned centrally on this seabed, the model featured two rows of steel sheet piles, each 60 cm high, surpassing the seabed by 30 cm. These rows were bridged by four steel tie rods spaced 22 cm apart, with pile thickness and tie rod diameter set at 1.5 mm and 5.2 mm, aligning with the established similarity ratio. The inter-pile space and seabed utilized 0.35 mm quartz sand as fill material, with sand properties detailed in Table 1.

**Figure 2.** The cross-section of the cofferdam at the Changxing dock.

**Figure 3.** The model cofferdam with double-wall steel sheet piles: (a) the cofferdam model; (b) the steel sheet pile with monitoring sensors; (c) two steel sheet piles connected with four tie rods.
2.3. Monitoring System and Construction of the Model Cofferdam

The layout of the monitors is shown in Figure 3. Ten pressure gauges, manufactured by Nanzee Sensing in Suzhou, China, (quasi-distributed fiber FBG, demodulator sampling frequency 2000 Hz) were set to monitor the horizontal earth pressure close to the piles, with six inside and four outside the cofferdam. Six piezometers, manufactured by Nanzee Sensing in Suzhou, China, (KPE-200KPB, the measuring range is 200 kPa, sampling frequency 100 kHz) were set to monitor the water pressure beneath the seabed. Ten optical fiber strain gauges were set on the offshore sides of both piles to monitor the stress of the piles. Four high-speed cameras were set with side view, top view, front view (landside), and back view (offshore side).

The cofferdam model was built with the following steps:

1. The seabed and cofferdam outline were marked on a glass wall, followed by the layered construction of the seabed using quartz sand, each layer 10 cm thick. Piezometers were buried in the seabed according to the locations shown in Figure 3.

2. The two rows of steel sheet piles were installed with soil pressure sensors and optic fiber sensors (see Figure 3b) in the reserved notch, ensuring a depth inside the seabed of 30 cm. Two U-shaped rubber sealing strips were installed between the piles and the glass wall to prevent boundary seepage.

Table 1. Properties of quartz sands in the seabed and between the piles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dry density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum dry density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average dry density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil friction angle at average density</td>
<td>30.5°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. The model cofferdam with double-wall steel sheet piles: (a) the cofferdam model; (b) the steel sheet pile with monitoring sensors; (c) two steel sheet piles connected with four tie rods.

Figure 4. Experimental setup and measurement system layout: (a) full side view; (b) side view; (c) top view.
(3) Four steel tie rods connecting two rows of steel sheet piles were installed (see Figure 3c). The optic fiber stress sensors were set on the middle of two tie rods to measure the tensile stress.

(4) The space between the two rows of steel sheet piles was filled with quartz sand of the designed density until the cofferdam height reached 60 cm.

(5) Five high-speed cameras were installed with full side view (the full seabed), local side view (the full cofferdam), top view, offshore side view, and landside view. The monitoring equipment was commissioned.

2.4. Test Procedure

The test procedure was conducted in 5 steps as follows (Figure 5 and Table 2):

(1) The offshore side was filled to water depth (D) of 65 cm in 15 min followed by waiting for 30 min until the seepage flow reached a steady state with a steady phreatic line.

(2) A sine wave was generated with wave height (H_W) of 4 cm and period of 2 s for 15 min. Then, the wave-generating machine was turned off for 2–5 min until the water level basically became steady. This stage was called Stage 1.

(3) Water was added to keep D of 65 cm and replace water lost due to seepage and wave overflow. A sine wave was generated with H_W of 8 cm and period of 2 s for 12.5 min. Then, the wave-generating machine was turned off for 2–5 min until the water level basically became steady. This stage was called Stage 2.

(4) Water was added to keep D at 65 cm. A sine wave with H_W of 12 cm and period of 2 s was generated for 10 min. Then, the wave-generating machine was turned off for 7 min until the water level basically became steady. This stage was called Stage 3.

(5) Water was added to the offshore side with D of 73 cm in 6 min followed by waiting for 1–2 min until the water level became steady. A sine wave was generated with H_W of 4 cm and the period of 2 s in 10 min. Then, the wave-generating machine was turned off for 2–5 min until the water level basically became steady. This stage was called Stage 4.

(6) Water was added to maintain a D of 73 cm. Water waves with H_W of 8 cm and period of 2 s were generated until the cofferdam failed. This stage was called Stage 5.

Figure 5. Wave production process in the model test.
Table 2. Hydraulic parameters in the 5 test stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Water Depth, D (cm)</th>
<th>Wave Height, H (cm)</th>
<th>Period, T (s)</th>
<th>Wave Length, L (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Stage 0 (before the Wave-Generating Stage, D = 0~65 cm)

The moment of starting to add water was set as time 0 s. Water infiltrated the seabed from the upstream slope, and the phreatic line in the seabed rose accordingly. Upon the water level surpassing the seabed’s apex, infiltration ensued atop the seabed, accelerating as it converged with the pre-existing phreatic line originating from the upstream slope, thereby intensifying the rate of seepage (refer to Figure 6 at 11′06″). The pace of seepage decelerated once the phreatic line ascended to the base of the seaside pile. It took more than 8 min for the phreatic line to arrive at the toe of the landside slope. The phreatic line rose steadily, and water seeped out of the downstream slope.

Figure 6. Snapshot of the pre-wave stage: (a) at 11′06″; (b) at 29′04″; (c) at 43′33″. Note: the left photos show the side view, and the right photos show the seaward view from the landside.

Shortly after the phreatic line reached the landside slope, local sliding occurred. The sliding moved upward along the slope with the continuous rising of the phreatic line (see
18'04″ in Figure 5), making the downstream slope gentler. Combined with the deposition at the adjacent downstream area of the slope toe, a new stable downstream slope with an angle of 15° formed (see 43′33″ in Figure 6), which was much smaller than the original slope angle of 30°. The loss of soil was mainly caused by three factors: the weakening of the shear strength due to saturation, seepage force, and gravitational force.

Figure 7 shows the stresses on both sheet piles (OP1–OP5 and LP1–LP5) and the two middle tie rods (PR1–PR2) measured by the optic fiber sensors and the pore water pressure (P1–P4). In the figure, ‘+’ represents tensile stress and ‘−’ represents compressive stress. The stresses of OP2, OP3, and OP4 decreased at Point A when water arrived at the seabed. The infiltration from the seabed caused the pore water pressure to increase rapidly (Figure 7d), leading to decrease in the stresses of OP2, OP3, and OP4. However, OP1 and OP5 did not change much because they were not in the area influenced by water pressure. The stresses on the landside pile did not change much because the sand infill between the two piles supported the major forces. The stresses on the tie rods decreased slightly after Point A because of the deformation of the seaside pile.

![Figure 7](image-url)

**Figure 7. Cont.**
Figure 7. Stresses of the steel sheet piles and the tie rods based on results from fiber optic sensors and pore water pressure: (a) offshore side pile, (b) landside pile, (c) tie rod, (d) the pore water pressure (the positions of the monitor points are shown as OP, LP, PR, and P in Figure 4). Note: Point 0 was the moment of starting to add water at 0 s; Point A was the moment when the water level reached 50 cm (the top of the seabed) at 10 min; Point B was the moment when the wave (wave height = 4 cm) was generated at 47 min (water level = 65 cm); Point C was the moment when the wave (wave height = 8 cm) was generated at 63 min (water level = 65 cm); Point D was the moment when the wave started to break at 69 min; Point E was the moment when the wave (wave height = 12 cm) was generated at 77 min (water level = 65 cm); Point F was the moment when the 12 cm high wave ended at 85 min; Point G was the moment when the wave (wave height = 4 cm) was generated at 100 min (water level = 73 cm); Point H was the moment when the wave (wave height = 8 cm) was generated at 115 min (water level = 73 cm).

The pore water pressures in the first 10 min were zero since the seepage from the upstream slope of the seabed was rather slow. P1, P2, and P3 increased rapidly after water arrived at the seabed because of the shorter seepage path from the top of the seabed close to the seaside pile. The pore water pressures became steady when the water level reached
65 cm. P3 was the largest since it was located lower than the other two. P4 started to rise at 23 min since it was located at the landside, which indicated that the DSSP was waterproof.

3.2. Stage 1 ($D = 65 \text{ cm}, H_W = 4 \text{ cm}$)

Stage 1 with a water level of 65 cm and wave height of 4 cm started at 47′16″ (Figure 8). The wave did not break due to a relatively large water depth of 15 cm. The seabed exhibited fluctuations on the offshore side, which slowly moved toward the cofferdam. Overtopping occurred casually on the top of the cofferdam due to the overlapping of the traveling and reflecting waves, incurring a small groove on the top of the cofferdam near the offshore side pile. The slope on the landside underwent gradual erosion and local sliding due to the dynamic wave that caused the phreatic line to rise (see 55′20″ in Figure 8b). Stage 1 ended at 61′45″. Generally, the wave in Stage 1 did not cause an obvious impact on either the cofferdam or the foundation.

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8.** Snapshot of Stage 1 with water depth of 65 cm and wave height of 4 cm: (a) at 47′16″; (b) at 55′20″; (c) at 61′45″. Note: the left photos show the top view, the middle photos show the side view, and the right photos show the seaward view from landside.

Under the action of the dynamic water pressure, the stress of OP5 in the seaside pile decreased rapidly, as shown in Figure 7a. The stress of OP4 decreased slightly, but the stress of OP3 increased, which denoted the inflection point of the seaside pile located between OP3 and OP4. The stress of the landside pile did not change obviously, except at LP3. Point LP3, which was located closest to the seabed (3 cm above), supported the largest force compared to the other four points, as shown in Figure 7b. The stress of the tie rods decreased sharply after 50 min because the landward deformation of the pile decreased the pre-tension (Figure 7c).
The wave incurred a rise in the pore water pressure in P1, P3, and P4 (Figure 7d), which was much larger than the static pore water pressure, indicating excess pore water pressure. Despite the same heights of P1 and P2, the excess pore water pressure in P1 was much larger than that in P2. The reason was that P1 was much closer to the pile, where the wave frequency is much larger due to the overlap of the traveling and reflected waves.

3.3. Stage 2 (\(D = 65\) cm, \(H_W = 8\) cm)

Stage 2 (water level of 65 cm and wave height of 8 cm) started at 63'. The higher wave moved the seabed soils forward and gradually formed a gentle slope. The elevation of the seabed adjacent to the pile rose, making the waves climb higher with larger overtopping volume. In addition, the suction caused by the reflected wave produced a pit beneath the pile (see 68'25" in Figure 9). The pit decreased due to the continuing transportation of sand from the seaside. A bulge formed 10 cm from the pile, making the water depth here (i.e., 9 cm) much shallower. The wave broke in the shallow water region and caused large dynamic pressure toward the steel sheet pile, deforming the pile periodically toward the landside. The overtopping wave became larger and enlarged the groove on the top of the cofferdam. Moreover, the overtopping wave reached and eroded the landside seabed, forming a trench inside it. The erosion and the rising of the phreatic line made the downstream slope slide at the shoulder (see 73'08" in Figure 9).

![Figure 9. Snapshot of Stage 2 with water depth of 65 cm and wave height of 8 cm: (a) at 64'36"; (b) at 68'25"; (c) at 73'08". Note: the left photos show the top view, the middle photos show the side view, and the right photos show the seaward view from the landside.](image-url)
The stresses of OP1 and OP5 in the seaside pile decreased from the start of Stage 2 (Point C) due to the lasting deformation caused by the larger wave (Figure 7a). The stresses of OP2, OP3, and OP4 underwent two phases: fluctuating phase (from Point C to Point D, or from 63 min to 68 min) and rapidly increasing phase (from Point D to Point E, or from 68 min to 78 min). In the first phase, the seabed near the seaside pile was generally flat, and the water was deep enough to make the wave become a standing wave (as shown in Figure 7a,b). However, after Point D (68 min), the deposition close to the pile made the water much shallower. Thus, the wave became a breaking wave instead of a standing wave. The dynamic wave pressure was much larger than that before Point D, leading to larger deformation and stress of the pile.

The large deformation of the seaside pile transformed the force to the landside pile through two paths: the sand infill and the tie rods. The force from the tie rods increased the stresses in LP1 and LP2, while the force from the sand infill decreased the stresses on LP3, LP4, and LP5 (Figure 7b). The stresses in the tie rods fluctuated between Points C and D but increased between Points D and E due to the larger breaking wave action (Figure 7c), similar to those in OP3, OP4, and OP5 in the seaside pile.

The larger wave in Stage 2 increased the pore water pressure and surpassed the largest value in Stage 1 (Figure 7d). The pore water pressures in P1, P2, and P3 showed two peaks in the two phases. The pore water pressure in the second phase was even larger, indicating that the excessive pore water pressure was produced not only by the periodic water pressure but also by the dynamic wave pressure, especially the breaking wave. The water pressure in P4 was not significantly influenced by the breaking wave due to the waterproof DSSP (Points D and E in Figure 7d).

3.4. Stage 3 (D = 65 cm, H<sub>W</sub> = 12 cm)

Stage 3 (water level of 65 cm and wave height of 12 cm) started at 77°25′. The highly energetic wave caused more serious erosion on the seabed on the offshore side and deposition on the seabed adjacent to the pile (see Figure 10a,b). A stable slope formed on the offshore side of the seabed with a maximal elevation of 60 cm adjacent to the pile, making the water level rather shallow at 5 cm (see Figure 10c). The dynamic pressure caused by the breaking wave was weakened by the friction action between the water wave and the seabed slope.

The overflow in Stage 3 was very large, making a puddle on the top of the cofferdam. The deformation of the steel sheet pile toward the landside resulted in cracks between the piles and the glass walls on both sides. Water leaked through the cracks and eroded the landside seabed. The leakage of water increased, and the sand between the two piles was washed out, forming a pit with a maximal depth of 17 cm adjacent to the landside pile. The continuing leakage of water eroded the seabed into a gentle slope with an angle of 10°.

The 12 cm high breaking wave made the stresses in OP2, OP3, and OP4 increase significantly (Points E and F in Figure 7a). The stress at OP5 slightly decreased due to the restriction of the soil, especially the increase in the soil thickness due to deposition, which indicated that an inflection point was located between OP4 and OP5.

The erosion of the landside seabed (Figure 10b) largely increased the landward deformation of the landside pile. However, the seaside pile constrained the deformation through the tie rods. In this case, the stress at LP4 increased, but the stresses at LP1 and LP2 decreased. The stress at LP3 did not change obviously, indicating that the erosion of the landside seabed made the reflection point move to the position adjacent to LP3. The stresses in the tie rods (PR1 and PR2) fluctuated and slightly increased due to the complex interaction between the two rows of piles. In addition, the erosion of the sand infill between the two rows of piles made the stresses in PR1 and PR2 asymmetrical (Figure 7c).

The pore water pressure increased at the start of Stage 3 (Point E in Figure 7d) due to the action of the breaking wave and then decreased gradually due to dissipation of the pore water pressure. The pore water pressure of P1 decreased at the fastest rate because of the reduction in the water level due to wave overflow and leakage.
Figure 10. Snapshot of Stage 3 with water depth of 65 cm and wave height of 12 cm: (a) at 77°58′; (b) 81°51′; (c) 84°54′. Note: the left photos denote the top view, the middle photos show the side view, and the right photos show the seaward view from the landside.

3.5. Stage 4 (D = 73 cm, HW = 4 cm)

The water level increased to 73 cm in Stage 4. The wave with a height of 4 cm was produced at 100°00′. The wave action had no impact on the offshore side seabed and the deformation of the two steel sheet piles. The wave leakage eroded the sand between the two piles and widened and deepened the trench on the landside. The cofferdam deformed gradually toward the landside during the erosion of soil on the landside (Figure 11).

The pore water pressure before wave generation (the period between Points F and G in Figure 7) was less than that in the former stages because of water lost due to overflow and leakage. Water was supplemented to the level of 73 cm, and the wave with a 4 cm height was generated. The pore water pressure at P1, P2, and P3 increased with the water level and fluctuated during wave action. However, the water pressure at P4 did not change because of the steady water level in the landside seabed caused by overflow and leakage.
Figure 11. Snapshot of Stage 4 with water depth of 73 cm and wave height of 4 cm: (a) at 100'44″; (b) at 106'20″; (c) at 112'37″. Note: the left photos show the top view, the middle photos show the side view, and the right photos show the seaward view from the landside.

3.6. Stage 5 (D = 73 cm, H_w = 8 cm)

Stage 5 started at 114'45″ when the wave height increased to 8 cm. The dynamic wave pressure pushed the cofferdam to deform significantly (see 115'03″ in Figure 12). The deformation was mainly due to the continuing action of wave pressure and erosion of sand at the toe of the landside pile. The cofferdam tilted and rotated, causing more water to overflow the crest and leak through the gap between the piles and the glass wall (see 115'58″ in Figure 12). The tilting of the offshore side pile caused the formation of an adjacent pit and obvious erosion. The erosion then washed out the foot of the piles.

Despite the failure of the cofferdam, as shown at 115'58″ in Figure 12, the seabed on the offshore side maintained a height of 53 cm. The residual sand on the landside supported the steel sheet pile structure and maintained a water level of 65 cm, which showed that the DSSP could significantly delay the failure of the cofferdam and provide more time for warning and evacuation. The sand beneath the pile structure was then washed away, and the pile structure fell down. After that, the seabed on the offshore side was completely eroded.

The DSSP cofferdam failed soon after an 8 cm high wave was generated, and the stresses in the two rows of piles and the tie rods and the pore water pressure underwent very large fluctuations and decreased to zero until the structure completely failed (Figure 7). It should be noted that structural failures in cofferdams, such as cracks, breaks, and significant deformations caused by material fatigue and overload, as well as substantial...
deformations due to foundation settlement or slippage, are all considered critical failure points of the cofferdam structure. Moreover, if the sealing system of a cofferdam fails to effectively prevent water leakage, regardless of the absence of overt physical deformations, it is considered a functional failure of the cofferdam.

Figure 12. Snapshot of Stage 5 with water depth of 73 cm and wave height of 8 cm: (a) at 115°03′; (b) at 115°58′; (c) at 116°54′; (d) at 117°05′. Note: the left photos show the top view, the middle photos show the side view, and the right photos show the seaward view from the landside.

3.7. Deformation during Failure of the DSSP Cofferdam

Figure 13 shows the deformation of the DSSP cofferdam and seabed during failure. The seaside seabed underwent erosion in the seaward half and deposition in the landward half, as shown in the left part of Figure 13. In particular, deposition close to the seaside pile made the wave break with large dynamic pressure. The sand infill was eroded due to the large leakage through the gap between the pile and glass wall, which resulted from deformation caused by the impact of waves. The soil in the landside seabed was eroded
first by leakage when the water level was smaller (65 mm) and then by overflow when the water level (73 cm) and wave height (8 mm) were larger. 

The deformation of the DSSP structure was highly dependent on the erosion of the soil in the landside seabed and the sand infill between the two piles [23]. The erosion of the sand infill made the seaside pile deform in the landward direction and greatly reduced the constraints of the tie rods between the two piles. Moreover, the soil erosion in the landside seabed reduced the insertion depth and tilted the landside pile. Therefore, the DSSP cofferdam underwent a cascading failure of ‘deformation–leakage–landside soil erosion–landside pile tilt–more overflow erosion–collapse’.


4.1. Methodology

The dynamic behavior of the DSSP cofferdam in the presence of waves was simulated by the combination of computational fluid dynamics (Simulia Xflow, or Xflow for short, version2020) and finite element software (Plaxis Dynamic, version2020), as shown in Figure 14a. The forces on a DSSP cofferdam in the coastal zone are shown in Figure 14b. The offshore side of the cofferdam was subjected to earth pressure, periodic static water pressure, and dynamic wave pressure, and the landside of the cofferdam was subjected to earth pressure and hydrostatic pressure. The hydraulic and hydrodynamic parameters (i.e., periodic static water pressure and dynamic wave pressure), which were obtained by simulating the wave generation, traveling, and action on the steel sheet pile via Simulia Xflow, were extracted and applied in the Plaxis Dynamic software to simulate the dynamic behavior of the cofferdam. Soil erosion was simulated by removing the corresponding finite element mesh in the cofferdam model.
Figure 14. Force analysis of the DSSP cofferdam under wave action: (a) force components; (b) simulation.

4.1.1. Introduction to Simulia Xflow

Xflow is computational fluid dynamics software developed by Dassault Systèmes. Lattice Boltzmann methods are embedded in Xflow using particle-based Lagrangian methods. The lattice Boltzmann method is used to solve Boltzmann’s transport equation using probability distribution functions to describe fluid flow on the mesoscopic scale (Boltzmann [24]). The continuous Boltzmann equation is discretized into a velocity model, and the equilibrium distribution function is determined by combining the equation derived from the constraints. The macroscopic mass and macroscopic velocity can be obtained from the mass density equation and the momentum density equation.

4.1.2. Introduction to Plaxis Software

Plaxis is general geotechnical finite element calculation software developed by Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands in 1987. Plaxis was formally established in 1993 and acquired by Bentley after 2018. Thus far, it has professional modules such as Plaxflow (seepage module), Dynamics (power module), Monoto (large-diameter single pile), and so on. The dynamic calculations in this section were mainly carried out in Plaxis Dynamics.

4.1.3. Wave Functions in the Five Tests

Based on the above basic assumptions and the wave theory of linear waves (Figure 15), the wave surface equation and velocity potential function were obtained, as shown in Equations (1) and (2). According to Equations (1) and (2), the wave surface equations and velocity potential equations corresponding to the different water depths and wave elements required in this paper were calculated in Table 3. The wave heights in the experiments and numerical simulations in this paper are average wave heights.

\[ \eta(x,t) = \frac{H}{2} \cos\left(\frac{L}{2\pi}x - \frac{2\pi}{T}t\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ \Phi(x,z,t) = \frac{HL}{2T} \cosh\left(\frac{L}{2\pi}(z + D)\right) - \sinh\left(\frac{L}{2\pi}D\right) \sin\left(\frac{L}{2\pi}x - \frac{2\pi}{T}t\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( D \) is the water depth, \( H \) is the wave height, \( L \) is the wavelength, \( T \) is the period, \( x \) is the spatial position along the wave propagation direction, \( z \) is the height perpendicular to the wave propagation direction (upward is positive), and \( t \) is time.
Figure 15. The wave conditions of the five stages in the Kolmar diagram.

Table 3. The wave surface functions and velocity potential functions in the five tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Function Type</th>
<th>Function of the Wave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>WSF</td>
<td>(\eta_1(x, t) = 0.02 \cos(0.7154x - 3.1416t)) (\Phi_1(x, z, t) = 0.09327 \cosh(0.7154z + 0.465) \sin(0.7154x - 3.1416t))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>WSF</td>
<td>(\eta_2(x, t) = 0.04 \cos(0.7154x - 3.1416t)) (\Phi_2(x, z, t) = 0.1865 \cosh(0.7154z + 0.465) \sin(0.7154x - 3.1416t))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>WSF</td>
<td>(\eta_3(x, t) = 0.06 \cos(0.7154x - 3.1416t)) (\Phi_3(x, z, t) = 0.2798 \cosh(0.7154z + 0.465) \sin(0.7154x - 3.1416t))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>WSF</td>
<td>(\eta_4(x, t) = 0.02 \cos(0.7468x - 3.1416t)) (\Phi_4(x, z, t) = 0.08195 \cosh(0.7468z + 0.545) \sin(0.7468x - 3.1416t))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>WSF</td>
<td>(\eta_5(x, t) = 0.04 \cos(0.7468x - 3.1416t)) (\Phi_5(x, z, t) = 0.1639 \cosh(0.7468z + 0.545) \sin(0.7468x - 3.1416t))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: WSF = wave surface function; VPF = velocity potential function.

4.1.4. Simulation Procedure

The dynamic behavior simulation of the cofferdam under wave action was conducted with the following procedure:

1. A numerical model consistent with the tank model test was established via Xflow software and wave surface equations were inputted as boundary conditions corresponding to different wave heights and water depths, as shown in Table 3, to obtain the time records of the force at the fluid–solid boundary.

2. The DSSP cofferdam model was built according to the parameters of the materials of the seabed, sand infill, steel sheep piles, and tie rods, as shown in Figure 16. The time records of the forces from the water and waves on the seaside pile with six segments (5 cm for each). The definitions of material parameters for backfill, steel sheet piles, tie rods, etc., in the numerical model are provided in Tables 4–6.

3. The dynamic simulation of the DSSP cofferdam under wave action was conducted to obtain the force and deformation of the cofferdam structure in the five stages introduced in the model test. The erosion was simulated by removing the corresponding finite element mesh in the cofferdam model.
Table 4. Numerical simulation parameters for the fill material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Condition</th>
<th>Relative Compactness of Backfill Sand ($D_r$)</th>
<th>Cofferdam Width S (cm)</th>
<th>Tie Rod Height (cm)</th>
<th>$\gamma$ (kN/m$^3$)</th>
<th>$E_{ref}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\nu$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$C$ (kPa)</th>
<th>$\Phi$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard condition</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>30.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Parameters related to the model steel sheet piles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Material Type</th>
<th>$EA$ ($1 \times 10^6$ kN/m)</th>
<th>$EI$ (kN m$^2$/m)</th>
<th>Thickness $d$ (mm)</th>
<th>Unit Weight $w$ (kN m/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel plates</td>
<td>Linear elasticity</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>78.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Parameters related to the model tie rods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Material Type</th>
<th>$EA$ ($1 \times 10^2$ kN)</th>
<th>Interval $L$ (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galvanized iron wire</td>
<td>Linear elasticity</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16. Numerical model of the cofferdam flume tests under wave action. Note: the seaside pile was separated into six segments of 5 cm each, and the dynamic wave pressure was added to each segment.

4.2. Displacement of the Cofferdam

Figure 17 shows a snapshot of the velocity distribution of the waves in Stage 3 (with water depth of 65 cm and wave height of 12 cm) via Xflow. When the wave trough arrived at the pile position, the water level and dynamic pressure were the lowest (Figure 17a). When the wave crest arrived at the pile position, the water level and dynamic pressure were the highest (Figure 17b). The dynamic wave pressure could be even larger if the breaking wave was taller or in shallower water.
Relative compactness of the fill was not as large as that in Stage 3. The reason is that the wave in Stage 5 did not break due to the large wave depth above the seabed.

The increase in the dynamic pressure amplitude in the stage with 12 cm high waves was significant because of the wave breaking and the overlap between the traveling and reflected waves. In Stage 4, the static water pressure increased because of the higher water level of 73 cm, while the dynamic pressure amplitude was not very large. In Stage 5, despite a large increase due to the overlap between the traveling and reflected waves, the dynamic pressure amplitude was not as large as that in Stage 3. The reason is that the wave in Stage 5 did not break due to the large wave depth above the seabed.

Figure 17. Snapshot of the velocity distribution of the wave in Stage 3 with water depth of 65 cm and wave height of 12 cm: (a) with a trough on the seaside pile; (b) with crest on the seaside pile.

Figure 18 shows the calculated wave dynamic pressure at the bottom segment of the offshore side pile in the five stages. In Stage 1 with water level of 65 cm, the 4 cm high waves did not produce obvious dynamic pressure on the pile. A slight increase in the dynamic pressure amplitude was observed in Stage 2 with 8 cm high waves. However, the increase in the dynamic pressure amplitude in the stage with 12 cm high waves was significant because of the wave breaking and the overlap between the traveling and reflected waves. In Stage 4, the static water pressure increased because of the higher water level of 73 cm, while the dynamic pressure amplitude was not very large. In Stage 5, despite a large increase due to the overlap between the traveling and reflected waves, the dynamic pressure amplitude was not as large as that in Stage 3. The reason is that the wave in Stage 5 did not break due to the large wave depth above the seabed.

Figure 18. Part of the time records of the wave force in the five stages.
Figure 19 shows the calculated and measured horizontal displacement (HP) of the seaside pile in the five stages. In Stage 1, the dynamic wave pushed the top of the seaside pile landward, but the sand infill restricted the displacement and produced a slight seaward bulge, which was observed in both the calculated and measured HPs. The landside pile was pushed landward by the sand infill but restricted by the tie rods. Thus, there was also a slightly landward bulge in the landside pile (Figure 20). The difference in the HPs between Stages 1 and 2 was not very large due to the constraint of the sand infill. However, the HPs in both the seaside and landside piles largely increased in Stage 3 due to the taller breaking wave and erosions of the soil in the landside seabed and between the two piles. The largest calculated HPs were 28.2 mm in the seaside pile (vs. 25.7 mm in the measured HP) and 24.4 mm in the landside pile (vs. 16.6 mm in the measured HP).

![Figure 19](image_url)  
(a) (b)  
Figure 19. The horizontal displacement of the seaside pile: (a) with water depth of 65 cm, (b) with water depth of 73 cm. Note: CV = calculated value, MV = measured value. Stage 5 was divided into two sub-stages by considering the soil erosion: Stage 5-1 (with erosion depth of 4 cm) and Stage 5-2 (with erosion depth of 8 cm), as shown in Figure 18.

In Stage 4, despite the higher water level of 73 cm, the HPs in both the seaside and landside piles did not change obviously due to the relatively small dynamic water wave. In Stage 5-1 with 8 cm high waves, the HPs of the seaside and landside piles increased to 82 mm (vs. 71.4 mm in the measured HP) and 78.1 mm (vs. 61.9 mm in the measured HP). In Stage 5-2, further soil erosion in the landside seabed greatly decreased the insertion depth of the landside pile, leading to failure of the DSSP cofferdam. The HPs of both the seaside and landside piles became very large, with 877 mm (vs. 694 mm in the measured HP) and 675 mm (vs. 464 mm in the measured HP), respectively.
4.3. The Stress of the Cofferdam

Figure 21 shows the calculated and measured stresses of the two piles in the five stages. In Stage 1, the stress curve of the seaside pile had an S-shape with the inflection point close to the seabed. The sand infill pushed the pile to bulge seaward above the seabed. In Stage 2, the larger wave action offset some deformation of the seaside pile and decreased the stress. The stresses of the landside pile in Stages 1 and 2 were small, which showed the relatively small static and dynamic water pressures that the seaside pile and sand infill underwent. In Stage 3, larger dynamic wave action and the soil erosion in the landside seabed deformed both piles in inverse S-shapes, which denoted good synergy between the two piles through the connections of the tie rods and the sand infill. In Stage 4, the stress in the seaside pile decreased under the smaller dynamic wave action because of the recovery of the elastic deformation under the larger dynamic wave in Stage 3. The stress on the landside did not change much. In Stage 5, the large dynamic wave pressure at a high water level pushed the DSSP to failure. The stresses in both piles became the largest.

Despite similar trends for the calculated and measured HPs and stresses, there were nonnegligible differences between them. The reason was that the soil in the seabed in the real tests underwent nonlinear plastic deformation during dynamic wave action, which was not simulated well by the finite element model with the ideal elastic–plastic constitutive of the Mohr–Coulomb model.

Both the tests and the numerical simulation showed that three external influence factors affected the HPs and stresses: static water pressure, dynamic wave impact, and soil erosion in the landside seabed. Static water pressure was the least significant factor, as the DSSP cofferdam as a whole had good stability and resistance to deformation. The dynamic wave impact, especially when the wave broke, had a larger influence on the DSSP, which forced the sheet pile to bend. However, the HPs and stresses on the two piles were still limited if no erosion occurred in the landside seabed or sand infill. Soil erosion led to the large HP and stresses and failure of the DSSP cofferdam. Therefore, reinforcement of the soil in the landside and sand infill to prevent erosion is of critical importance.
landside seabed deformed both piles in inverse S-shapes, which denoted good synergy between the two piles through the connections of the tie rods and the sand in fill. In Stage 4, the stress in the seaside pile decreased under the smaller dynamic wave action because of the recovery of the elastic deformation under the larger dynamic wave in Stage 3. The stress on the landside did not change much. In Stage 5, the large dynamic wave pressure at a high water level pushed the DSSP to failure. The stresses in both piles became the largest.

Despite similar trends for the calculated and measured HPs and stresses, there were nonnegligible differences between them. The reason was that the soil in the seabed in the real tests underwent nonlinear plastic deformation during dynamic wave action, which was not simulated well by the finite element model with the ideal elastic–plastic constitutive of the Mohr–Coulomb model.

Both the tests and the numerical simulation showed that three external influence factors affected the HPs and stresses: static water pressure, dynamic wave impact, and soil erosion in the landside seabed. Static water pressure was the least significant factor, as the DSSP cofferdam as a whole had good stability and resistance to deformation. The dynamic wave impact, especially when the wave broke, had a larger influence on the DSSP, which forced the sheet pile to bend. However, the HPs and stresses on the two piles were still limited if no erosion occurred in the landside seabed or sand in fill. Soil erosion led to the large HP and stresses and failure of the DSSP cofferdam. Therefore, reinforcement of the soil in the landside and sand in fill to prevent erosion is of critical importance.

Figure 21. The measured and calculated stresses at the end of the five stages: (a) seaside pile, (b) landside pile. Note: CS = calculated stress, MS = measured stress.

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparisons of the Dynamic Behavior of the Cofferdam with Different Methods

Two methods are commonly applied for simulating dynamic wave action on structures: the quasi-static method (static method) and the pseudo-dynamic method (cyclic load method). The former treats the wave action as static load on the structure based on an empirical formula, and the latter treats the wave action as a regular periodical wave (e.g., cosine wave).

The pseudo-static method considers wave forces as static loads acting directly on structures, overlooking the dynamic variation characteristics of wave forces. Compared to dynamic analysis, the calculation process is simpler and more intuitive. The cyclic loading method simulates wave forces acting on structures in cycles according to the wave period, closely resembling the characteristics of actual wave actions. The dynamic time-history method, by inputting actual dynamic load time histories, analyzes the structure’s dynamic response, capable of simulating the structure’s nonlinear response under complex dynamic loads. The pseudo-static method simplifies dynamic problems into static issues, focusing mainly on the structure’s response under the most unfavorable conditions. The cyclic loading method introduces the periodicity of the load, closely approximating the real dynamic actions, but still operates under certain simplifying assumptions. The dynamic time-history method offers a comprehensive dynamic analysis, capable of detailed reflection on the structure’s time-varying behavior under dynamic actions.

Stage 3 was taken as an example to compare the two methods with the present method (PM). Figure 22 shows the inputs for the static method according to the Code of Hydrology for Harbour and Waterway [25] The input of the cyclic load method was set as a cosine wave on the basis of Figure 22.
Figure 22. The input of the static method. Note: the input of the cyclic load method was set as a cosine wave on the basis of this figure.

Figure 23 shows the calculated HP of the two steel sheet piles in Stage 3 before erosion in the landside seabed. The displacements with the static method were relatively small in both seaside and landside piles. The displacements with the cyclic load method were larger than those of the static method. The reason is that the dynamic load caused plastic deformation in the soils, which restricted the recovery of both piles. The HPs calculated via both the static method and cyclic load method were much smaller than the records in the test, as the large dynamic wave pressure caused by breaking waves was not properly simulated. In contrast, the HP calculated via the present method was much closer to the records because it considered the breaking waves. Despite this, there was still some difference between the calculated and measured HPs, especially in the foot of the piles. In the test, there was plastic deformation of 3–4 mm in both piles because of the tilt caused by the sand infill, which cannot be simulated by the finite element method with an ideal elastic–plastic constitutive equation.

Figure 23. Horizontal deformation of the steel sheet piles in Stage 3 before erosion in the landside seabed: (a) the seaside pile; (b) the landside pile.
5.2. Deformation of the DSSP Cofferdam in Tests and Simulation

Figure 24 shows the results of the simulation of the deformation of the DSSP cofferdam in the five stages as well as the corresponding snapshots in the tests. The soil erosion was modeled by removing the element meshes. Generally, the calculated results agreed well with the test values. It is found from the comparison analysis between numerical simulation and laboratory tests that the DSSP deformation dramatically increased when the landside soils were eroded by the leakage between the piles and glass wall and the overflow. The large wave (H = 8 cm) then pushed the cofferdam tilted with large displacement. The results emphasized the importance of sheet pile waterproofing, wave overflow prevention, and soil erosion on the landside as well as the top of the cofferdam.

Figure 24. The deformation of the DSSP cofferdam and the seabed during the failure process: (a) at the end of Stage 1; (b) at the end of Stage 2; (c) at the end of Stage 3; (d) at the end of Stage 4; (e) failure at Stage 5. Note, the figures are the snapshots of the model tests, the blue line represents the deformed double row steel sheet piles, and the black line is the rigid tie rod in the simulation results for comparison.

5.3. Behavior of the DSSP Cofferdam with Reinforced Measures in Different Seabeds

In order to prevent the DSSP cofferdam from continuous failures of deformation–leakage–erosion–tilting, four reinforced measures were taken in sandy and clay interlay seabed foundations, as shown in Figure 25.
Figure 24. The deformation of the DSSP cofferdam and the seabed during the failure process: (a) at the end of Stage 1; (b) at the end of Stage 2; (c) at the end of Stage 3; (d) at the end of Stage 4; (e) failure at Stage 5. Note, the figures are the snapshots of the model tests, the blue line represents the deformed double row steel sheet piles, and the black line is the rigid tie rod in the simulation results for comparison.

5.3. Behavior of the DSSP Cofferdam with Reinforced Measures in Different Seabeds

In order to prevent the DSSP cofferdam from continuous failures of deformation–leakage–erosion–tilting, four reinforced measures were taken in sandy and clay interlay seabed foundations, as shown in Figure 25.

1. The seabeds close to both seaside and landside sheet piles were covered with geotextile bags filled with coarse sands to prevent soil erosion.
2. The height of the seaside sheet pile was increased 10 cm to reduce wave overflow.
3. The top of the cofferdam between the two piles was covered with clay packed with plastic bags to prevent soil erosion and water infiltration.
4. The junctions between the sheet piles and the glass walls were covered with clay for waterproofing.

The effects of the reinforced measures were great as shown in the middle of Figure 26. The wave overflow was strongly mitigated by the higher landside steel pile. The leakage between the piles and the glass wall was very small because of the clay waterproofing. The upper part of the sands between two sheet piles remained dry. The soil erosions on the seabed of both seaside and landside were successfully controlled by the geotextile bag filled with coarse sands. Finally, the cofferdam did not fail at Stage 5 with water level of 73 cm and wave height of 8 cm. Moreover, the cofferdam successfully endured much larger waves with the height of 12 cm at Stage 6 as shown in the middle of Figure 26e, despite relatively large deformation.

When there is a clay interlayer seabed beneath the cofferdam and the pile end is inserted into a clay layer, the situation would be different, as shown in the right figures in Figure 26. The seaside pile sunk down into the soft clay layer, reducing the height of that pile. The textile bag close to the pile also sunk down. The cofferdam worked well when either the water level or the wave height was not very large. However, the wave overflow became very large when the water level and the wave height rose to 73 cm and 12 cm, respectively. The seabed soils as well as the textile bag were washed away. The landside pile tilted landward. With the constraint of the tie rods pulled by the seaside pile, the landside pile bent but stood up. Compared to Test 2 with a sandy seabed, the DSSP cofferdam in the clay interlayer seabed should have a higher wave wall due to large settlement cause by the soft clay.
5.4. Limitations

Although some results were obtained by experimental and numerical study on the stability of a DSSP cofferdam under wave surge action, there are still some limitations in the study.

(1) The influence of wave period was not investigated in this study due to the workload. The wave height is varied from 4 cm to 12 cm, while the period is constant at 2 s. This is not an appropriate setting for natural waves. The effect of the wave period will be studied in the future work.
(2) The effect of increased pressure due to wave breaking is pointed out in both laboratory tests and numerical simulation, but the characteristics of wave breaking are not quantitatively studied due to the complex mechanisms. Additionally, the importance of erosion in the failure process is mentioned, and the similarities of Shields number and shear velocity were not examined, especially the dynamic erosion due to wave action.

(3) The numerical analysis method used in this study is not truly a coupled method of CFD and FEM, and the mesh for erosion was removed manually. In addition, since the topographic change is expected to be affected by the reduction of soil strength due to liquefaction, the dynamic behavior of the pile model also needs to be discussed in the future.

6. Conclusions

In this study, the dynamic behavior of a DSSP cofferdam under wave action was studied through a large-scale flume test and a numerical simulation that combined CFD and FEM. The effect of the reinforced measures was investigated in both sandy and clay seabed. The following conclusions were drawn:

(1) The waves caused erosion and deposition in the seaside seabed, forming a slope inclined in the seaward direction. The angle of the slope increased with the wave height, decreasing the water depth close to the seaside pile. The tall waves and shallow water depth made the waves break, significantly increasing the dynamic wave pressure toward the seaside pile and the overflow volume.

(2) The static water pressure caused the stress of the seaside pile to increase in the middle part. Small waves increased the stress in the bottom part of the seaside pile and continuous unrecoverable plastic deformation in the seabed soils. The breaking waves dramatically increased the stress and displacement of the seaside pile due to the large dynamic pressure. The erosion of the landside seabed made the stress and deformation of the landside pile the largest. The stresses on the tie rods depended on the relative displacement of the two piles, which showed that the effect of the tie rods maintained the DSSP cofferdam as a whole structure.

(3) Despite the waterproof DSSP, the seepage from the high water head made the landside slope slide. The dynamic wave pressure accelerated the seepage and caused excess pore water pressure. The higher the wave was, the larger the excess pore water pressure. The overlap of the traveling and the reflected waves increased the excess pore water pressure in the area close to the seaside pile due to the taller overlapped wave and higher wave frequency.

(4) The DSSP cofferdam failed under the combined action of the dynamic wave pressure and the erosion of the landside seabed and sand infill between the two piles. The dynamic wave pressure caused large deformation of the piles, leading to leakage between the glass wall and the piles. The leakage and overflow of the breaking waves resulted in significant erosion of the seaside seabed and the sand infill, greatly weakening the support of the seabed. The dynamic wave pressure then pushed the DSSP cofferdam to failure.

(5) The results of the simulation with the combined methods of CFD and FEM had trends that were similar to those of the measurement results in the tests. Compared to the quasi-static method and pseudo-dynamic method, the results of the simulation via the present method were much closer to the experimental measurements because the simulation included the dynamic wave pressure increase caused by breaking waves.

(6) According to the deformation–leakage–erosion–lifting continuous failure mechanisms of the DSSP cofferdam, four reinforced measures were taken to reduce the wave overflow, leakage, and soil erosion. The reinforced DSSP cofferdam not only endured the maximal wave load in the tests but also stayed stable in even larger wave load. Meanwhile, the DSSP cofferdam in a clay interlayer seabed should have a higher wave wall due to large settlement caused by the soft clay.
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